This workshop will give an overview of some of the GIS datasets available to you and how each can be accessed for use in ArcGIS Desktop. In addition to the datasets highlighted, an overview of GIS data import and translations tools will be demonstrated showing you how to import/export your own data from ArcGIS.

No prior knowledge of ArcGIS or GIS in general is required. Participants can use ArcGIS software already installed on STC machines located at the workshop. Students can request a one year student evaluation copy of ArcGIS for local installation by emailing uitsgis@iu.edu. See also “At IU, how do I obtain Esri software?” (https://kb.iu.edu/d/appk)

Justin Peters is a Principal GIS Analyst as part of the Research Analytics team in the Research Technologies division of UITS/PTI.

Friday, November 21, 2014, 2-4 pm
Social Science Research Commons Grand Hall
Woodburn Hall 200
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